Present were Helge Holden, Peter Lindqvist, Jasper Steinberg, Paulius Cebatarauskas, and Jasper Brookman.

We discussed

- *The Textbook.* The book is clear enough to read. (Not too expensive!)
- *The lectures.* They were helpful. Some of the long and tedious routine could be replaced by short indications of how to compute the solution. However, this cannot turn into a numerics course.
- *The level of the course.* The level was correct, well matching the prerequisites of the students.
- *Panopto.* The recording of lectures was much appreciated and a recording also of the exercise sessions was desired.
- *Exercises.* The problems were good, but perhaps more intermediate details are desired on the posted final solutions.
- *Lecture rooms* F6 is suitable and well kept. It was remarked that the now wrongly installed lights in room El 4 must be adjusted so that the blackboard catches the light.

and everything seemed to work well.